Abstract

EQUATIONS\(^1\) (Sozeau 2010) is a toolbox built as a plugin for the COQ proof assistant which adds some capabilities for writing dependently-typed programs. As a main feature, it is capable to compile a high-level specification of a function to a pure COQ term. The specification is given as a list of pattern-matching clauses, similar to what is possible in Agda (Norell 2007) or Lean (de Moura et al. 2015). These clauses can be arbitrarily dependent, and EQUATIONS also enables the use of complex recursion schemes to define recursive functions whose termination is not structural.

The compilation scheme used by EQUATIONS relies on the work of Goguen et al. (Goguen et al. 2006) In essence, dependent pattern-matching is compiled away by generalizing through the use of equality the term being pattern-matched on, and the simplification of the ensuing equalities. In addition to this, EQUATIONS derives the propositional equalities between both sides of a pattern-matching clause, allowing the user to simplify a function without repeating the simplification steps and abstracting from the actual encoding of the function (e.g. in which order pattern-matching is performed, or how simplification of equalities is done).

EQUATIONS also derives automatically a functional elimination scheme, which lets the user reason directly on the final branches of the function, instead of doing the usual induction on its arguments. This allows for much shorter and natural proofs when establishing the function, instead of doing the usual induction on its arguments. The corresponding proof-terms are also much smaller.

Finally, EQUATIONS comes with some tools to reason about dependently-typed terms, even if they are not defined with EQUATIONS. For instance, the tactic depelim is a more complete replacement for the built-in tactic dependent destruction when it comes to eliminating dependent terms. EQUATIONS also allows to derive several utilities about inductive families, for instance: decidable equality, a signature to pack a term in an inductive type with its indices, a well-founded subterm relationship on the elements of the inductive type (for computational inductive families, it mimicks the implicit subterm relationship used by the syntactic guardedness criterion) and a principle of "no confusion" (McBride 2000) which subsumes injectivity and disjointness of its constructors.
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The aim of this presentation is to first introduce what EQUATIONS is and underline its main features, as well as give some small examples to give a grasp of the syntax itself, and the use of the additional features such as functional elimination or dependent elimination of a variable.

Then we will talk about the recent improvements that have been brought to EQUATIONS. These are mainly:

- the transition from a translation based on heterogeneous equalities, as it was the case in the original work by Goguen et al., to a translated built on a homogeneous equality between telescopes of terms, as was explored by J. Cockx (Cockx et al. 2014);
- the extension of the syntax of functions defined with EQUATIONS to include a \texttt{where} keyword, which essentially acts as a let-in. This allows the definition of nested recursive functions using logical recursion, for instance;
- some work has been done to reduce the use of axioms in general, such as propositional irrelevance or a more precise decidable equality.

Now we will explain in more details these improvements and how they can be used.

From heterogeneous to homogeneous equalities

In a first iteration, EQUATIONS was basically a textbook implementation of the work of Goguen et al., using heterogeneous equality as a way to express identity between indices whose type involve other indices. Heterogeneous equality, also known as John Major equality (McBride 2000), is useful because it is a simple way to convey what we need without worrying about the type of these indices. It has, however, the undesirable drawback of forcing the use of an axiom equivalent to the axiom K when we need to simplify such an equality.

This is fine in some settings, but EQUATIONS also aims to be used in the context of the recent field of homotopy type theory (The Univalent Foundations Program 2013), which often admits the univalence axiom, incompatible with the axiom K. Axiom K is still useful or even necessary to have in some cases, at least on some types. Therefore, we need a finer-grained control of its use, instead of requiring it globally. The use of heterogeneous equalities would indeed simply require K on Type, which is exactly what we want to avoid.

One solution is to replace a list of heterogeneous equalities, where the type of the sides of an equality might depend on the previous one, by one single equality between telescopes of the same type, which are simply nested dependent pairs. We can then simplify this homogeneous equality in a similar way, and only require the use of the axiom K on some of the elements of these telescopes, instead of globally.

Currently, this is implemented, and while the heterogeneous equalities are still what is used by default – pattern-matching is more expressive if one does not mind the axiom K – the user can switch easily to the version which uses homogeneous equality and specific instances of K instead.

Using \texttt{where}

A less heavy change is the addition of the \texttt{where} keyword to the syntax of EQUATIONS. In some cases, we need some kind of nested
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\(^1\) http://github.com/mattam82/Coq-Equations
dependent pattern-matching. This is exactly what where allows to do by providing a let-in which will capture the local context.

A simple example is working with rose trees, which have the following definition:

```coq
Variable (A : Set).
Inductive rose_tree : Set := |
| leaf : A → rose_tree |
| node : list rose_tree → rose_tree.
```

The more natural way to express what happens in the node case is to use nested recursion, which the where keyword allows to use. For instance, if we want to write a function which returns a list of elements inside the rose tree:

```coq
Equations elements {t : rose_tree} : list A := |
| elements t by rec t (MR lt (list_size size)) := |
| elements (leaf a) := cons a nil; |
| elements (node l) := aux l _ |

where aux (x : list rose_tree) |
| (H : list_size size x < size (node l)) : list A := |
| aux x H by rec x (MR lt (list_size size x)) := |
| aux nil _ := nil; |
| aux (cons t x) H := elements t ++ aux x _ |
```

Notice that we explicitly use a well-founded relation on rose trees and on lists of rose trees to define this function, through the use of the by rec clause. For instance, elements is defined by recursion on its argument t, which will be decreasing according to the relation MR lt size, the relation induced by the size of a tree.

We will need to fulfill some proofs here to justify the recursion, but this is easily done thanks to the obligations mechanism of Coq.

Note that even in this case, EQUATIONS is still able to derive the usual lemmas and principles about this function, like the equations between the left- and right-hand sides of the clauses and a functional elimination principle. The extracted code for this function simply does nested recursion and removes the H argument of aux which is only used to justify recursive calls. It is also easy to use functional elimination to define an additional aux definition without this assumption and show its equivalence with the original one.

Towards less axioms

The axiom K is not the only axiom which is useful to reason about dependent pattern-matching combined with functional elimination and other features of EQUATIONS. We also work on reducing or controlling better the use of these other axioms.

For example, we need some kind of proof irrelevance to prove the fixpoint lemmas about function defined using a general recursor – and not the structural recursion. Instead of admitting it globally, we just prove it for the inductive type representing accessibility for a relation in Coq, and work from there. This only requires functional extensionality, which is not only unavoidable, but also more widely accepted and used than propositional irrelevance.

Another example is the use of decidable equality to prove uniqueness of identity proofs (UIP/K) on some type. To construct these UIP proofs we actually only rely on pointed decidable equality, which is a slight restriction over decidable equality on the whole type.

A small example

To have another grasp of the syntax of EQUATIONS, here is a short example that demonstrates the basic use of EQUATIONS and functional elimination.

```coq
Inductive vect : nat → Set := |
| nil : vect 0 |
| cons : forall (n : nat), A → vect n → vect (S n).```

**Applications and future work**

EQUATIONS has been successfully used in some developments. We used it to prove the consistency of Leivant’s Predicative System F through hereditary substitution (Mangin and Sozeau 2015). It allowed to write in a very natural way a constructive normalization function for this language. The examples provided with EQUATIONS also include a proof of normalization for LF, and an example reflexive tactic to decide equality of polynomials by R. Bocquet. In this formalization, originally a course project, the representation of a polynomial is indexed by its number of free variables and a boolean indicating if it is null. This was the shortest and arguably the cleanest submission for this project.

EQUATIONS has of course more room for improvement. First of all, the current features need more polish. At the time of the writing of this abstract, EQUATIONS is released as version 0.9 on GitHub and OPAM. We plan to release the first stable version shortly.
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